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I would like to submit a review on Gulf Coast Waterfront Solutions. My boat slip had failed inspection
and the house is for sale. I needed it replaced or repaired in order to sell. I talked to a few companies, in
my area, and they wouldn't be able to do the job for two to three months and no one suggested just
putting a new bulkhead over the old wooden structure. They all wanted to tear everything out plus the
sidewalk around the boat slip. Gulf Coast Waterfront Solutions put a new bulkhead over the existing
wooden and came out the next week to do the job! The experience was excellent as they did a terrific
job on building the boat slip. Each panel was driven down as far as it would go. It was finished off with a
4"x 8" piece of treated lumber around each side with a tie in and bolt. The top of the boat slip is finished
off with a nice wooden walkway that is level with the concrete. The company was extremely polite, fair,
kept the area very clean, and did a terrific job. I would happily recommend this company to anyone!!!!
Review By: Dianne Maddison - Zip Code: 77541 Submitted: 08/11/2018

1. Fantastic Job! Robert and team just completed our 100 foot bulkhead on *****"** ***** and it
is absolutely beautiful! The Waterfront Solutions' team was very knowledgeable and
experienced which enabled our project to be completed with a reasonable price and on
schedule. Despite challenges with freezing weather and worksite accessibility, the work crew
kept us abreast of any project changes. The work crew was very courteous and well as hard
working. Other challenges were heavy equipment access, huge rip rap rocks and lots of dirt
work. We now have a beautiful 100 foot bulkhead constructed with vinyl sheet and treated
wood pilings. Our neighbor was also impressed that they also contracted with Robert and crew
for an additional 100 foot bulkhead! We would definitely consider Waterfront Solutions if we
had another project to complete. Thank you Robert for the tremendous effort and hard work!
Review By: Velma Lee - Zip Code: 77539Submitted: 05/01/2018
2. I was very impressed with Robert and his guys they came in got things taken care of quickly and
any time I had a question he didn't hesitate to get back with me asap!! They are very polite and
efficient- I would highly recommend this company. Seabrook- Taylor Lake Village Review By:
Kathaleen Moyer - Zip Code: 77586 Submitted: 08/19/2017
3. Robert and his drew repaired 2 sink holes, replaced rusted cables anchoring the bulkhead and
replaced the top boards. They completed the job in a prompt and efficient manner ( 4 days), We
are very happy with the results. Mrs. V Guinto Review By: Virginia Guinto - Zip Code: 77586
Submitted: 06/24/2017

